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Figure 1: TerrorVis: Global Terrorism Dashboard

ABSTRACT 
The goal of TerrorVis is to visualize the last 35 years of global 
terrorist attack data in the Global Terrorism Database (GTD) and 
examine patterns, trends, and distribution of various attack types. 
The database includes 141,967 terrorist attack records the world, 
with 134 fields to capture information about timing, location, attack 
types, weapons used, casualties, property damage, targets, and 
perpetrators. TerrorVis is an interactive visualization that uses a 
geographic heat map to show concentration of terrorist attacks by 
country and bar graphs to show attacks by year, most common 
attack types, number of casualties by attack type, and number of 
attacks by terrorist group.  

1 INTRODUCTION 
Over the last 35 years, there has been ever-increasing awareness of 
terrorist attacks worldwide. The Global Terrorism Database 
(GTD), found at http://www.start.umd.edu/gtd/, provides data on 
known terrorist attacks from 1970-2014.  The project team selected 
this dataset because, although it is a highly sensitive subject, it is 
also a timely topic that impacts everyone.   

1.1 Description of Data Set [1] 
The Global Terrorism Database (GTD) is an open-source database 
from National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and 
Responses to Terrorism (START) located at 
http://www.start.umd.edu/gtd/.  The GTD started with a large 
database collected by Pinkerton Global Intelligence Services 

(PGIS) from 1970-1997 and provided to the University of 
Maryland in 2001. 

The dataset includes 141,967 terrorist attacks around the world 
from 1970-2014, including 58,000 bombings, 15,000 
assassinations. 6,000 kidnappings.  There are 134 fields, including  

● Date of event 
● Location of event  
● Type of attack  
● Type of weapon used  
● Extent of property damage 
● Target type 
● Nationality of target 
● Identity of party claiming responsibility 
● Motive  
● Number of casualties 

TerrorVis uses only a small subset of these fields, focusing on 
dates, locations, attack types, responsible party, casualties and 
extent of property damage. 

1.2 Tasks 
Tasks to be addressed by our visualization include:  

● During what time period did most terrorist attacks 
occur? 

● In which countries did most terrorist attacks occur?  
● What types of attacks are most common?  
● What types of attacks result in the highest number of 

casualties? 

http://www.start.umd.edu/gtd/


● Which terrorist groups are responsible for the highest 
number of attacks? 

1.3 Preliminary Visualizations 
The project team started down a path using html and d3 to pull in 
our .csv data file and create a dashboard before we settled on our 
final MongoDB and Python-based visualization, as described in 
this paper.  Early drafts of visualizations using d3 follow: 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Number of attacks by extent of property damage 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Number of attacks in Russia by year 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Count by attack type 
 

 
 
Figure 5: Casualties per attack in Afghanistan  

2 RELATED WORKS 
Prior to designing our visualization, the project team explored 
existing articles and websites that address similar visualization 
problems.  The related works we explored visualize intersecting 
data sets, various tasks related to the Global Terrorism Database, 
and interaction between geographic data and time series data. 

2.1 Upset: Visualization of Intersecting Sets [2] 

2.1.1 Description  
UpSet is a visualization technique that lets you choose the sets you 
want to analyze and include in your analysis. Also this technique is 
very helpful in identifying the correlation between multiple data 
sets. This is a very important advantage because it lets the user to 
focus on certain sets only and analyze certain pieces at a time; this 
also helps with overload and scalability. This technique focuses or 
is good with aggregation, sorting and grouping.  

2.1.2 Motivation  
UpSet technique aggregates, sorts and groups using different 
graphs and colors which makes it easier for the user(analysts) to see 
patterns instantly. This technique is designed in JavaScript and D3, 
as required for this project. 

2.1.3 URL  
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=68760
17&isnumber=6935054  

2.2 Visualizing Terror: Our Work with the Global 
Terrorism Database [3] 

2.2.1 Description 
A World of Terror examines the activities of the top 25 most 
effective terrorist organizations in the world. It establishes the 
modus operandi of each of these organizations by quantifying the 
types of attacks attributable to each group. A World of Terror also 
shows how the terrorist organizations are dispersed across the 
globe. It also explores different methods of showing number of 
deaths, number of injured, number of incidents, year or incident and 
month of incident in a small, concise visualization.  

2.2.2 Motivation 
A World of Terror serves as motivation for this project to visualize 
terrorism data by providing examples of tasks related to terrorism 
data and ways to illustrate them.  



2.2.3 URL 
http://www.periscopic.com/news/visualizing-terror  

2.3 WFP: Country Donors and Recipients, from 2003 to 
present [4] 

2.3.1 Description  
This is a visualization created by data scientist and designer 
Santiago Ortiz visualizing the global hunger relief fund donated 
and received by various countries from 2003 to 2013 under WFP’s 
efforts. It is a very simple and elegant visualization consisting of 
only two main components, a globe and a timeline chart. It does not 
show any trend but it delivers a load of information through the 
interaction between the two main visual components along with a 
2-sentence text field.  
 
2.3.2      Motivation 
Our dataset is regarding global terrorism. The website’s design and 
interactivity with the globe and the chart is simple but delivering a 
lot of information in a concise way. This website’s design thus 
motivates me to come up with a uncluttered design.  

2.3.3    URL 
http://cdn.wfp.org/data/globe/  

2.4 MetricsGraphics.js [5] 

2.4.1 Description 
MetricsGraphics.js is a D3 library specifically aimed at time-series 
data. The website offers examples and code for creating simple 
visualizations such as line charts, scatterplots, histograms, etc. 
While the visualizations are simple, they offer interaction and the 
option to add more advanced features. The website provides 
Bootstrap-based templates and even offers tutorials to show you 
how to work with the code and the data. It was created by Ali 
Almossawi and Hamilton Ulmer.  

2.4.2 Motivation 
There are several reasons why this website and these visualizations 
specifically will work well with our terrorism dataset. Since we’re 
looking at changes over time, time-series visualizations will create 
examples that clearly show patterns and trends in our data.  

Since the website provides both examples and code, we’ll be able 
to work with the pre-written code rather than writing our own from 
scratch. The website provides examples and code that can be used 
to make the visualizations simple or add more details and make 
them more advanced.  

2.4.3 URL 
http://metricsgraphicsjs.org/  

2.5 Gapminder World [6] 

2.5.1 Description 
Introduced by Hans Rosling’s in 2006 TED talk, The Gapminder’s 
Wealth & Health of Nations visualization shows the dynamic 
fluctuation in per-capita income (x), life expectancy (y) and 
population (radius) of 180 nations over the last 209 years. Nations 
are colored by geographic region; mouse over to read their names.  

2.5.2 Motivation 
The importance of the time dimension in our dataset makes this 
visualization very useful to spot the trends of terrorist attacks over 
the years. Besides, we can adapt it to the dimensions we have. For 
instance the size of babbles can indicate casualties. Moreover, the 

motion in this visualization helps find potential correlations as well 
as possible future trends. Finally, several implementations of this 
visualization using D3 are available online.  

2.5.3 URL 
http://www.gapminder.org/world/  

3 SYSTEM DESIGN 
We worked with a large dataset to create our visualizations. In order 
to create a highly interactive visualization system, we stored our 
data in MongoDB. 

MongoDB is a non-relational database and stores data in bson 
format (binary json). Data is easy to parse and the live database 
connection works well for our dataset and the goal of interactive 
visualizations. We connected to the database through Python. 

To create our D3 visualizations, we used the crossfilter.js, d3.js, 
and dc.js libraries as well as Bootstrap for the framework. 

3.1 MongoDB: Setting Up the Connection 
After installing MongoDB (https://docs.mongodb.org/manual/ 
installation/) and the Python library PyMongo 
(http://api.mongodb.org/python/current/installation.html), we 
connected to the database from the command prompt through the 
use of Python. 

After setting up the connection to the server, we used Python 
Flask to setup the visualization framework with an index html page 
(Appendix A) and a python script that queries the database for the 
required data and renders the html page. We specified the CSV file 
to import, the host, the database, and the fields we wanted to keep 
in the dataset (denoted TRUE/FALSE) in the Python script 
(Appendix B). 

3.2 Visualizations 
To create our visualizations, we used source code from the 
following GitHub repository (https://github.com/adilmoujahid/ 
Custom-KeenIO-Template). We used templates that provide the 
framework for analytic dashboards. 

Using the templates, we created a graphs.js file (Appendix C) 
where we wrote the code to build all of our visualizations, with var 
defining the chart type and the dimensions to use for each 
visualization. With the available JavaScript library for the chart 
types, we simply referred to the specific chart we wanted to use and 
changed the necessary attributes to refer to our own data. To filter 
the visualizations for the top 10 countries, we wrote the following 
piece of code: 

 
function remove_empty_bins(source_group) { 
    function non_zero_pred(d) { 
        return d.value !=""; 
    } 
    return { 
        all: function() { 
            return 
source_group.top(Infinity) 
                .filter(non_zero_pred) 
                .slice(0, 10); 
        } 
    }; 
} 

For our world map visualization, we used a countries.json file 
that creates the outline of the map by plotting the angle points and 
connecting them. The crossfilter.js file changes data for each 
specific country. 

https://docs.mongodb.org/manual/%20installation/
https://docs.mongodb.org/manual/%20installation/
http://api.mongodb.org/python/current/installation.html
https://github.com/adilmoujahid/%20Custom-KeenIO-Template
https://github.com/adilmoujahid/%20Custom-KeenIO-Template


For the complete source code for the larger files and css files that 
control the design of the visualizations, please refer to the code 
appendices attached.  

3.3 Visualization System 
The visualization system shows a world map, distribution of attacks 
throughout the years, and bar charts for the number of casualties by 
attack type and the number of attacks by terrorist group. Countries 
with a greater amount of attacks are represented with a darker color 
in the world map. Users can also select a year range to view attacks 
for a specific time period. Total number of attacks and total number 
of casualties—for total distribution, specific country, or time 
range—are displayed below the map. 

 
Figure 6: TerrorVis Visualization System 

The user can select a country to view details specific to that 
country. The image below shows attacks for Iraq between 2005 and 
2010: 

 
 
Figure 7: Attacks in Iraq between 2005 and 2010 

A lot of interesting observations can be made by viewing the 
visualizations. For example, the visualizations for Iraq show that 
there was a spike in attacks around 2006. Bombings are also by far 
the most frequent type of attacks that occur in Iraq. 

4 EVALUATION 
We ran into a few issues throughout the course of the project. Our 
data contained commas instead of decimals and we changed the 
commas to periods. 

We also had data missing from the entire 1993 year. We used 0s 
for all the missing values to correct the problem. While this is not 
the technical way to solve the issue, the visualizations render 
correctly and achieve the purpose of displaying the visualizations 
with the data missing from 1993. 

Finally, we had an interesting issue with the country of Bermuda. 
Whenever this country was selected in the visualization for the 
world map, several countries as well as areas such as oceans would 

get selected. We deleted the country from the json file to correct the 
problem.  

4.1 Future Improvements 
As well as working out the bugs and errors we faced, future 
improvements we’d like to implement include a zoom feature for 
the world map and a bubble chart. 

The zoom feature for the map visualization would allow the user 
to focus in on specific countries. Users could view additional details 
about the specific country. Since we had coordinate data for the 
attacks, plotting out the location of specific attacks is another 
possibility. Geographic visualizations of the attacks could reveal 
trends or patterns for future examination. 

Bubble charts are tricky to implement. Since our group was able 
to successfully implement several bubble charts in the first iteration 
of our D3 visualizations, it’s a personal challenge to successfully 
implement the visualizations with a database connection rather than 
a CSV file. 

CONCLUSION 
Our final visualization system stores data in the MongoDB and has 
a live connection that allows each visualization to be highly 
interactive on its own as well as with other visualizations. The 
beauty of a highly reactive system is that it provides a lot of details 
about any country that a user selects. Additional information and 
details can lead to the discovery of trends and patterns. A great 
visualization system not only visually displays important 
information, but also provides an opportunity to learn more about 
the data. 

INDIVIDUAL PROJECT CONTRIBUTIONS 
Our 5-person team worked well together. Since we had a large 
group, we were able to implement the additional functionality of a 
database connection and create a highly interactive system. Below 
is a description of each member’s contributions to the overall 
project: 

Sarah (20% contribution): Proposal development, creation of 
several visualizations using html and d3, creation of visualization 
framework to support an interactive system 

Anas (20% contribution): Proposal development, brought in the 
solution for our best and final approach, coded interaction, set up 
database connection setup, created several visualizations 

Anna (20% contribution): Proposal and report development, 
creation of several visualizations using html and d3 

Joy (20% contribution): Proposal and report development, 
visualization creation using html and d3, PowerPoint slides for 
presentation 

Paramita (20% contribution): Proposal development, project 
management, creation of several visualizations using html and d3, 
finalized all charts for our first approach, assistance with MongoDB 
and Python for our second approach 
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Appendix A 

 HTML Framework Code 

<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
  <title>Dashboard</title> 
  <link rel="stylesheet" href="./static/lib/css//bootstrap.min.css"> 
  <link rel="stylesheet" href="./static/lib/css/keen-dashboards.css"> 
  <link rel="stylesheet" href="./static/lib/css/dc.css"> 
  <link rel="stylesheet" href="./static/css/custom.css"> 
 
</head> 
<body class="application"> 
 
  <div class="navbar navbar-inverse navbar-fixed-top" role="navigation"> 
    <div class="container-fluid"> 
      <div class="navbar-header"> 
        <a class="navbar-brand" href="./">Global Terrorism Dashboard</a> 
      </div> 
    </div> 
  </div> 
 
  <div class="container-fluid"> 
 
    <div class="row"> 
 
      <div class="col-sm-6"> 
        <div class="row"> 
 
          <!-- Time Chart -->  
          <div class="col-sm-12"> 
            <div class="chart-wrapper"> 
              <div class="chart-title"> 
                Number of Attacks 
              </div> 
              <div class="chart-stage"> 
                <div id="time-chart"></div> 
              </div> 
            </div> 
          </div> 
          <!-- Time Chart -->  
          <!-- Attacks Pie --> 
          <div class="col-sm-6"> 
            <div class="chart-wrapper"> 
              <div class="chart-title"> 
               Number of Casualties by Attacks Type 
              </div> 
              <div class="chart-stage"> 
                <div id="attack-type-row-chart"></div> 
              </div> 
            </div> 
          </div> 
          <!-- Attacks Pie --> 
 
          <!-- Groups Pie --> 
          <div class="col-sm-6"> 
            <div class="chart-wrapper"> 
              <div class="chart-title"> 
                Number of Attacks by Terrorist Group 
              </div> 
              <div class="chart-stage"> 
                <div id="gname-row-chart"></div> 
              </div> 
            </div> 
          </div> 
          <!-- Groups Pie --> 
 
        </div> 
      </div> 
 



      <!-- Map -->   
      <div class="col-sm-6"> 
        <div class="chart-wrapper"> 
          <div class="chart-title"> 
            Distribution of Attacks 
          </div> 
          <div class="chart-stage"> 
            <div id="world-chart"></div> 
          </div> 
        </div> 
      </div> 
      <!-- Map --> 
 
      <!-- Metric 1 --> 
      <div class="col-sm-3"> 
        <div class="chart-wrapper"> 
          <div class="chart-title"> 
            Total Number of Attacks 
          </div> 
          <div class="chart-stage"> 
            <div id="number-attacks-nd"></div> 
          </div> 
        </div> 
      </div> 
      <!-- Metric 1 --> 
 
      <!-- Metric 2 --> 
      <div class="col-sm-3"> 
        <div class="chart-wrapper"> 
          <div class="chart-title"> 
            Total Number of Casualties 
          </div> 
          <div class="chart-stage"> 
            <div id="total-nkill-nd"></div> 
          </div> 
        </div> 
      </div> 
      <!-- Metric 2 --> 
 
    </div> 
 
  </div> 
 
    <hr> 
    <p class="small text-muted">Built for Visual Analytics class Fall 2015 </p> 
 
  </div> 
 
  <script src="./static/lib/js/jquery.min.js"></script> 
  <script src="./static/lib/js/bootstrap.min.js"></script> 
  <script src="./static/lib/js/crossfilter.js"></script> 
  <script src="./static/lib/js/d3.js"></script> 
  <script src="./static/lib/js/dc.js"></script> 
  <script src="./static/lib/js/queue.js"></script> 
 
  <script src="./static/lib/js/keen.min.js"></script> 
  <script src='./static/js/graphs.js' type='text/javascript'></script> 
</body> 
</html> 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix B 

Python Script 

from flask import Flask 
from flask import render_template 
from pymongo import MongoClient 
import json 
from bson import json_util 
from bson.json_util import dumps 
 
app = Flask(__name__) 
 
MONGODB_HOST = 'localhost' 
MONGODB_PORT = 27017 
DBS_NAME = 'gtd8' 
COLLECTION_NAME = 'projects' 
 
FIELDS = {'eventid': False, 'iyear': False, 'imonth': False, 'iday': False, 'country_txt': 
True,'region_txt': False,'city': False,'latitude': False,'longitude': False,'location': 
False,'summary': False,'attacktype1_txt': True,'targtype1_txt': False,'natlty1_txt': False,'gname': 
True,'motive': False,'weaptype1_txt': False,'nkill': True,'nkillus': False,'nwound': False,'nwoundus': 
False,'propextent_txt': False,'propvalue': False,'nhostkid': False,'nhostkidus': False,'addnotes': 
False, 'date': True,'_id': False} 
 
@app.route("/") 
def index(): 
    return render_template("index.html") 
 
@app.route("/gtd8/projects") 
def gtd_projects(): 
    connection = MongoClient(MONGODB_HOST, MONGODB_PORT) 
    collection = connection[DBS_NAME][COLLECTION_NAME] 
    projects = collection.find(projection=FIELDS,limit=150000) 
    #projects = collection.find(projection=FIELDS) 
    json_projects = [] 
    for project in projects: 
        json_projects.append(project) 
    json_projects = json.dumps(json_projects, default=json_util.default) 
    connection.close() 
    return json_projects 
 
if __name__ == "__main__": 
    app.run(host='0.0.0.0',port=5000,debug=True) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix C 

Graphs JavaScript Code 

queue() 
    .defer(d3.json, "/gtd8/projects") 
    .defer(d3.json, "static/geojson/countries.json") 
    .await(makeGraphs); 
 
function makeGraphs(error, projectsJson, countriesJson) { 
  
 //Clean projectsJson data 
 var gtd8Projects = projectsJson; 
 var dateFormat = d3.time.format("%Y-%m-%d"); 
 gtd8Projects.forEach(function(d) { 
  d["date"] = dateFormat.parse(d["date"]); 
  d["date"].setDate(1); 
  d["nkill"] = +d["nkill"]; 
 }); 
 
 //Create a Crossfilter instance 
 var ndx = crossfilter(gtd8Projects); 
 
 //Define Dimensions 
 var dateDim = ndx.dimension(function(d) { return d["date"]; }); 
 var attackTypeDim = ndx.dimension(function(d) { return d["attacktype1_txt"]; }); 
 var gnameDim = ndx.dimension(function(d) { return d["gname"]; }); 
 var countryDim = ndx.dimension(function(d) { return d["country_txt"]; }); 
 var totalnkillDim  = ndx.dimension(function(d) { return d["nkill"]; }); 
 
 //Calculate metrics 
 var numAttByYear = dateDim.group();  
 var numAttByAttackType = attackTypeDim.group(); 
 var numAttBygname = gnameDim.group(); 
 var numAttBycountry = countryDim.group();  
 var nkillBycountry = attackTypeDim.group().reduceSum(function(d) { 
  return d["nkill"]; 
 }); 
 var nkillByAttackType = attackTypeDim.group().reduceSum(function(d) { 
  return Math.round(d["nkill"]); 
 }); 
//console.log(toSource(numAttByAttackType)); 
 
 var all = ndx.groupAll(); 
 var totalnkill = ndx.groupAll().reduceSum(function(d) {return d["nkill"];}); 
 
 var max_country = numAttBycountry.top(1)[0].value; 
 //Define values (to be used in charts) 
 var minDate = dateDim.bottom(1)[0]["date"]; 
 var maxDate = dateDim.top(1)[0]["date"]; 
 
function remove_empty_bins(source_group) { 
    function non_zero_pred(d) { 
        return d.value !=""; 
    } 
    return { 
        all: function() { 
            return source_group.top(Infinity) 
                .filter(non_zero_pred) 
                .slice(0, 10); 
        } 
    }; 
} 
 
var filtered_group = remove_empty_bins(numAttBygname); 
var filtered_group1 = remove_empty_bins(nkillByAttackType); 
//alert(attackTypeDim.toSource()); 
//alert(filtered_group.toSource()); 
 
    //Charts 
 var timeChart = dc.barChart("#time-chart"); 
 var attackTypeChart = dc.rowChart("#attack-type-row-chart"); 



 var gnameChart = dc.rowChart("#gname-row-chart"); 
 var worldChart = dc.geoChoroplethChart("#world-chart"); 
 var numberattacksND = dc.numberDisplay("#number-attacks-nd"); 
 var totalnkillND = dc.numberDisplay("#total-nkill-nd"); 
 
 numberattacksND 
  .formatNumber(d3.format("d")) 
  .valueAccessor(function(d){return d; }) 
  .group(all) 
  .formatNumber(d3.format(".3s")); 
 
 totalnkillND 
  .formatNumber(d3.format("d")) 
  .valueAccessor(function(d){return d; }) 
  .group(totalnkill) 
  .formatNumber(d3.format(".3s")); 
 
 timeChart 
  .width(600) 
  .height(160) 
  .margins({top: 10, right: 50, bottom: 30, left: 50}) 
  .dimension(dateDim) 
  .group(numAttByYear) 
  .transitionDuration(200) 
  .x(d3.time.scale().domain([minDate, maxDate])) 
  .elasticY(true) 
  .elasticX(true) 
  .xAxisLabel("Year") 
  .yAxis().ticks(4); 
 
 attackTypeChart 
        .width(300) 
        .height(250) 
 .margins({top: 10, right: 50, bottom: 30, left: 5}) 
 //.colors(d3.scale.category10(blue)) 
 .colors(["#023858","#045a8d","#0570b0","#3690c0","#74a9cf"]) 
        .dimension(attackTypeDim) 
        .group(filtered_group1) 
 .ordering(function(d){ return -d.value; }) 
 .elasticX(true) 
        .xAxis().ticks(4); 
  
 gnameChart 
  .width(300) 
  .height(250) 
 .margins({top: 10, right: 50, bottom: 30, left: 5}) 
 .colors(["#023858","#045a8d","#0570b0","#3690c0","#74a9cf"]) 
        .dimension(gnameDim) 
        .group(filtered_group) 
 .ordering(function(d){ return -d.value; }) 
 .elasticX(true) 
        .xAxis().ticks(4); 
 
 worldChart.width(1000) 
  .height(330) 
  .dimension(countryDim) 
  .group(numAttBycountry) 
  .colors(["#fdd0a2","#fdae6b","#fd8d3c","#f16913","#d94801","#8c2d04"]) 
  .colorDomain([0, max_country]) 
  .overlayGeoJson(countriesJson["features"], "country", function (d) { 
   return d.properties.name; 
  }) 
 .projection(d3.geo.mercator() 
        .scale(100) 
        .translate([300, 200]) 
        .precision(.1)) 
  .title(function (p) { 
   return "Country: " + p["key"] 
     + "\n" 
     + "Attacks: " + p["value"]; 
  }) 
 
    dc.renderAll(); 



 
}; 
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